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What is

Engineering?



What are our human needs?

Problems That Solve Our 

Needs and Wants

PHYSICAL 

NEEDS:

• Basic shelter

• Basic clothing

• Can you think 

of more?

BIOLOGICAL 

NEEDS:

• Water

• Food

• Can you think 

of more?

PSYCHOLOGICAL 

NEEDS:

• Family

• Friends

• Can you think of 

more?



What are our human wants?

PHYSICAL 

WANTS:

• Nice house

• Nice car

• Nice clothes

• Can you think 

of more?

BIOLOGICAL 

WANTS:

• Fresh water

• Fancy food

• Healthy living

• Can you think 

of more?

PSYCHOLOGICAL 

WANTS:

• Talk with family

• See friends

• Entertainment

• Can you think of 

more?

Problems That Solve Our

Needs and Wants



Scientists
Investigate our 

natural world

Technologists
Apply science and 

math to designs

Mathematicians
Use numbers and symbols

to solve problems

Engineers
Create our 

designed world

STEM
Working together

to solve problems

based on societal

needs and wants
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Engineers are problem solvers
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→Use available technology to solve problems

→Rely on creativity and academic skills

→Use math, science, and computers

It is very important to note that even though the     

tasks are very different, many of the methods   

used are common to all engineers.



IDENTIFY and 

define a problem

Implement 

Solution 
ANALYZE

the problem

Propose solutions

Select and Design 

preferred solution

THE ENGINEERING PROCESS



What is Engineering?

“The profession in which a knowledge of the 

mathematical and natural sciences gained by 

study, experience, and practice is applied with 

judgment to develop ways to utilize, 

economically, the materials and forces of 

nature for the benefit of mankind.”

(The Accreditation Board for Engineering and 

Technology - ABET)



What is Engineering?

Engineering is a profession like medicine, law, 

etc. that aspires to high standards of conduct 

and recognizes its responsibility to the general 

public.



The First Engineers

Egyptians



Research and Development

Sinan
Suleymaniye Mosque

Widening and Unification
of the Main Space

Increase in Luminosity

Transfer of Fume

Propagate of Sound 
Waves
....
....



Twin Pool Long Aqueduct Eğri (Kovuk) Kemer 

Güzelce Kemer

Mağlova AqueductSu Galerisinin İçi

Ain Pool

FORTY FOUNTAIN WATER PROJECT



Yesterday

Today

Tomorrow



Technology Team

 Scientist - Like an engineer, but a primary goal 

is the expansion of knowledge and 

understanding physical processes.

 Engineer - Applies knowledge of math and the 

physical sciences to the efficient design and 

construction of usable devices, structures and 

processes.

 Technologist - Technologists focus on direct 

application of established engineering 

principles and processes.  



Technology Team

 Technician - Completes a 2 year degree in 

a narrow technical area such as electronics, 

drafting, or machining.

 Artisan - Training may be a combination of 

schooling and work experience.  Examples 

include, welders, machinists, electricians, 

carpenters, painters, steel workers, and 

artists.



CIVIL 

CHEMICAL

ELECTRICAL

COMPUTER

INDUSTRIAL

MECHANICAL

AERONAUTICAL

Material

Agricultural

Bio-Systems

Architectural

Mining

TYPES OF ENGINEERS



Engineering disciplines
* Aerospace eng
* Agricultural eng
* Aquatic and environmental eng.

* Army eng maintenance
* Astroeng
* Biological interface eng.
* Biomechanical eng
* Bioresource eng
* Ceramic eng
* Civil eng
* Catenary eng
* Cloud eng
* Coastal management
* Collaborative eng
* Construction eng
* Control eng
* Earthquake eng
* Eng psychology
* Environmental eng. science
* Exploratory eng
* Facilities eng

* Food eng
* Forensic electrical eng
* Forensic eng
* Forensic materials eng
* Forensic software eng
* Frugal eng
* Geomatics eng
* Geospatial eng
* Health systems eng
* Logistic eng
* Management eng. (healthcare)
* Methods eng
* Microfactory
* Molecular eng
* Municipal or urban eng.
* Naval architecture
* Nuclear eng
* Ocean eng

• Optical eng
• Packaging eng
• Paper eng
• Patent eng
• Petroleum eng
• Plastics eng
• Production eng
• Railway systems eng
• Rehabilitation eng
• Reservoir eng
• Sales process eng
• Sanitary eng
• Specialty eng
• Structural eng
• Subsurface eng
• Support eng
• Surface eng
• Sustainable eng
• Test eng
• Vacuum eng
• Wind eng

Discipline?

All?
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Catenary Engineering



Engineering Phases



Engineering Phases

Software Development Phases



Engineering Phases

Sales Engineering Phases



Main Engineering Functions

The focus of an engineer’s work typically falls 

into one or more of the following areas:

 Research - explore, discover and apply new 

principles

 Development - transform ideas or concepts 

into production processes

 Design - link the generation of ideas and the 

production

 Production and testing - manufacture and 

assemble components or products



Engineering Functions

 Sales - market engineering products

 Operations - maintain equipment and facilities

 Construction - prior to construction organizes 
bids, during construction supervises certain 
components of process

 Management - optimize the use of resources 
(equipment, labor, finances)

 Education - teach engineering principles in 
university and industrial settings

 Consulting - provide specialized engineering 
services the clients.  May work alone or in 
partnership other engineers.



Where do they work?

• In an office

• At a factory or manufacturing plant

• In a lab

• Outdoors—”in-the-field”

• At a research center

• At a university or college

• At a construction site

• For a governmental agency

• For a private consulting firm

• Or start your own business
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Career Paths

There are at least seven career options for 
graduating engineering students:

1) Corporate ladder

2) Independent entrepreneur

3) Military or government

4) Engineering and social service aboard

5) Professor/engineer

6) Graduate work outside engineering

7) A mix of first six options



What does it take?

• A Bachelor’s of Science Degree (4+ years)

• Accrue engineering experience (min. 5 years)

• A Master of Science Degree (2+ years) to become a 
research engineer

• Be a member of Chamber of Mechanical Engineers
(or another unit of TMMOB)

• Pass special authorization exams

• A Ph.D degree (4-6 years) to become a researcher
or university professor
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